152 Haigs Creek N.
Elgin, SC 29045
March 26, 2006
Mr. Michael Dusenberry
Southern Area Director
3322 West End Avenue, Suite 408
Nashville, TN 37203
Subject: The Other VBA - Regional Office 319
Dear Sir:
It is crystal clear from the information that I have obtained over the past year, the voices
that I have heard, and the personal experiences that I have endured, that management
at this Regional Office repeatedly disregards its own directives, but more importantly VA
directives, abuses their authority, participates in prohibited personnel practices, ignores
the equal opportunity program, undermines the awards system, gives "lip service" to the
Appellate/Remand problem, mocks the CPI, and manipulates union officials thereby
limiting the rights of employees afforded them by the Master Agreement.
As a veteran, I am a big proponent of the CPI model and followed it from its inception. I
served 20 years in the United States Army in the Personnel and Administration field,
and have served over 10 years in VBA as a work-study assisting Correspondence
Clerks and as a full-time employee in the following positions: Development Clerk,
Program Support Assistant, Veterans Service Representative, Senior Claims Examiner
(Authorizer) and Senior Veterans Service Representative. Therefore, I was excited
about the potential of the CPI model and the efforts that the VA leadership took to
investigate the claims processing problem and devising a comprehensive plan to rectify
it. Moreover, the testing of the plan before implementation and the feedback that was
provided to the field were even more encouraging news. My hopes soared when VBA
took it a little step further with the Claim Cycle Study of March 2003. After the study, I
truly believed that the CPI was well on its way to success. However, after experiencing
how management implemented and executed the CPI model at this Station, I am now
disappointed and it is evident that the two major problems identified in the VA Claims
Processing Task Force Report of October 2001 still exists - Regional Office autonomy
and the lack of VBA oversight.
As a black employee, I believed that there was a system of "checks and balances" to
ensure that all employees are treated equally. However, after my investigation, I have
discovered that this is not the case. When I see the Claims Assistant positions not
implemented as directed, the lack of an Upward Mobility Program, the uneven "handed"
upgrading, downgrading and deletion of positions with black employees always being
on the downgrading/deletion ends of the spectrum, the selection of eight employees for

the RVSR positions with only one black employee selected when over 50 percent of the
eligible employees were black, the composition of the races at the grades 12 and
above, the recent action of announcing the RVSR positions outside the reach of inhouse black and veteran employees and the race of the employees most negatively
affected in all cases, I must conclude that whatever systems are in place have failed.
In July 2005,1 became the Chief Steward of AFGE Local 520. After months of dealing
with various issues, I also began looking into the labor relations at this Station. The
more information I gathered the more I realized that there is a culture that had been
"carved out" at this Regional Office that is not conducive to serving all veterans or taking
care of employees.
As a union official, I must also say that we, the union, are not innocent either. We have
also failed to ensure that an equitable system exists for our bargaining unit. I have been
working within our system to ensure that we live up to our responsibilities.
However, I can only hope that this report will help VA accomplish its mission statement
as stated in M21-1, Part I, Paragraph 1.02 - "To serve all (italics added by writer)
America's veterans and their families as their principle advocate ensuring they receive
the care, support, and recognition they earned by serving this nation" and bring to life
the VA poster standing tall in the hallways of this Regional Office that reads, "Making a
Difference in VBA - professionalism, integrity and accountability, quality, vision,
enthusiasm and mutual respect"' and ensure the managers at this station pursue the
qualities needed to make a difference.
When local management's power goes unchecked and unchallenged, veterans suffer,
employees are adversely affected, taxpayers pay and the integrity of VBA fails.
Sincerely,

Ronald Robinson
Tel: 803 255-4310 Ext 3148
Email: rbnsnrnld@vahoo.com
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Honorable Admiral Daniel Cooper, VBA Under Secretary, 810 Vermont Ave, NW, Rm
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Lois Scoon, VBAVACO Office of Diversity Management, 810 Vermont Ave., NW,
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Ronald-l returned from a site visit today and had a package from you. I am leaving for a site visit tomorrow so won't have
time to read the binder in depth but should be able to do so next week. Just wanted to confirm with you that the package
was received. Thanks.
Mike Dusenbery

